
tribal authority shouldhoulds govern not the state
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customary and traditional hunting
and fishing rights and tribal authority
may appear as two separate issues
realistically they form one subject

As the first people we have the
moral right to priority hunting and
fishing privileges in our own
homelandshomelands we also have the respon-
sibilitysibi lity to preserve customary and
traditional hunting and fishing for the
cultural and nutritional sustenance of
our future generations

tribal authority not state authori-
ty isis what governs or should
govern bag limits means and
methods of hunting and fishing and
seasons

no one isis more capable of preserv-
ing our resources than those of us who
depend on them for notjustnot just our nutri-
tional but our cultural survival

it is our respective chosen govern-
ments which must regain the right to
regulate our customary and traditional
fishing and hunting

the right to self regulation throuthroughh
the use of our chosen entities is ittthee
very essence of our inherent right to
survive within our own cultures

when we allow the state or federal
governments sportsmenssportsmens groups and
others to tell us how when and where
to live hunt and fish or to define our
culture or dictate our future we under-
mine our ability to survive

when oufout own people defy tribal
authority and we allow them to get
away with it we do the most serious
damage to the foundation of our
cultures

A good case in point is the recent
action by two or three members of the
Kenakenaitzckenaitzeitze indian tribe these renegade
members of ae&e aftkft 49 to
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demonstrating that tribal authori-
ty sovereignty means little or
nothing to them since they ignore it at
their own convenience

encouraging our enemies to argue
we are incapable of controlling our
own resources since we cant control
our own people

by arguing first for an unlimited

when sovereignty is put at risk
so are hunting and fishing when
hunting and fishingashingflashing are at risk so
is soverelsovereisovereignty9n ty

commericalcommerical fishery later an unlimited
native fishery and still later an
unlimited native and nonnativenon native
fishery they have managed to confuse
everyone as to their real motives and
have lost sight of the native sovereign-
ty issue altogether

by fishing with individuals who are
not members of the tribe and declar-
ing they too have a right to fish
within the boundaries of the kenaitzeKenaitze
indian tribe they have attempted to
destroy the very essence of sovereign-
ty which is the ability to maintain
recognized tribal boundaries which
must be respected by the state as well
as other tribes

im certain that other villages such
as mentastamentastiMentasta for example would not
appreciate it if any of the nearly 700
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the recognized tribal governmentgoverment of
the keniitzekenaitziKeniKenaitzeitzi indian tribe issued an in-
terim regulation based on a tribal state
agreement regarding the customary
and traditional fishing of its members

the tribal fishery is open to any
member of the tribe using a tribal net
any members of hethe tribe whether
they help with the net or not can ob

tain the number of fish necessary to
meet their family needs through the
tribal fishery

the interim agreement was arrived
at through the participation of a sub-
sistencesistence task force the taskwk force
was and is open to any tribal
member

all any individual or family has to
do is request the tribe to supply them
with the fish theyneedthey need no one cancart
claim they are fishing in violation of
the tribal regulation because they need
the fish to feed their families the fish
they need are available to them

outsiders who come to kenai to im

posepose their view of the way things
should be on the kenaitzeKenaitze indian tribe
arearc no different thandun the state attempt
lag to imposeSO sfnioe&iocmagi
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or ais4isdisrupt theirwutheir tribeWU 0orr village the
workenaitzeKena itze peopleovle deserve the samegame
respect

Pifinallypinallybinallynally members of a tribe should
come under tribal authority this is
what sovereignty is about the tribe
has the absolute right to govern its
members if a tribe haskai a membcrwhom&nlicio
refuses to abide by tribal authority and
proceeds to undermineundermiae that authority
the tribe haslias the right and the obliga-
tion to deal with that member in any
way it chooses be it by sanction or
expulsion

sovereignty self determination
is not a wordworn that any of us should take
1lightlyightalytly sovereignty is not something
to use when its convenient and aban-
don when it seems to stand in our way

our ability to participate in
customary and traditional hunting and
fishing to be governed by our own
governments and to have secure and
recognized tribal boundaries hangs on
our ability to practice sovereignty

eveevery village and tribe has its own
way of doing things it is not the
business or the right of any other en-
tity to interfere inini the sovereignty of
any tribe or village when one
sovereign attempts to manipulate
another sovereign the survival of all
of our native governments is
jeopardized

in summary sovereignty and
customary and traditional hunting and
fishing rights are one topic they cant
be separated

when sovereignty is put at risk so
are hunting and fishing when hunting
and fishngfishing are at risk so is
sovereignty


